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Abstract
We study rewriting of ground terms. For an arbitrary term rewrite system R over a ranked
alphabet , we restrict the rewriting relation →R to ground terms. We introduce the relation
→R;g = →R ∩(T × T). We show that ↔∗R;g = ↔∗R ∩(T × T). We show that for a given
term rewrite system R and a given ground term rewrite system S over a ranked alphabet  it is
decidable if ↔∗R;g⊆↔∗S . We show that for a given left-linear right-ground term rewrite system
R over a ranked alphabet  it is decidable if there is a ground term rewrite system S over 
such that →∗R;g =→∗S .
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper is a sequel to the line of research on term rewriting, ground term rewriting,
and tree automata carried out by J!anos Apr!o, P!al Gyenizse, Zolt!an F#ul#op, and S!andor
V!agv#olgyi, see [1,10–14,19,20,31–36].
The following result of Gyenizse and V!agv#olgyi motivates the paper, see Conse-
quence 5.18 in [19]. Let R1 and R2 be term rewrite systems over a ranked alphabet
 such that R1 ∪R−11 and R2 ∪R−12 are term rewrite systems and e@ectively preserve
recognizability. Here R−11 consists of all pairs (r; l) such that (l; r) is in R1. More-
over, let g1; g2 ∈ − 0 be such that for each i∈{1; 2}, gi does not occur in Ri. Let
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]1; ]2 ∈0 be such that for each i∈{1; 2}, ]i is irreducible for Ri ∪R−1i . Then it is
decidable which one of the following four mutually excluding conditions holds:
(i) ↔∗R1∩ (T×T)⊂↔∗R2∩ (T×T),
(ii) ↔∗R2∩ (T×T)⊂↔∗R1∩ (T×T),
(iii) ↔∗R1∩ (T×T)=↔∗R2∩ (T×T),
(iv) ↔∗R1∩ (T×T)*↔∗R2∩ (T×T) and ↔∗R2∩ (T×T)*↔∗R1∩ (T×T).
Let R2 be a ground term rewrite system over . Then →R2 is deJned to be a
subset of T×T rather than a subset of T(X )×T(X ). Furthermore, R2 ∪R−12 is a
ground term rewrite system as well. It is well known that ground term rewrite systems
e@ectively preserve recognizability, see [4,18,19]. Hence R2 ∪R−12 e@ectively preserves
recognizability. Thus we have the following.
Proposition 1.1 (Gyenizse and V!agv#olgyi [19]). Let R1 be a term rewrite system over
a ranked alphabet  such that R1 ∪R−11 is a term rewrite system and R1 ∪R−11
e5ectively preserve recognizability. Let R2 be a ground term rewrite system over
. Moreover, let g1; g2 ∈ − 0 be such that for each i∈{1; 2}, gi does not occur
in Ri. Let ]1; ]2 ∈0 be such that for each i∈{1; 2}, ]i is irreducible for Ri ∪R−1i .
Then it is decidable which one of the following four mutually excluding conditions
holds.
(i) ↔∗R1∩ (T×T)⊂↔∗R2 ,
(ii) ↔∗R2⊂↔∗R1∩ (T×T),
(iii) ↔∗R1∩ (T×T)=↔∗R2 ,
(iv) ↔∗R1∩ (T×T)*↔∗R2 and ↔∗R2*↔∗R1∩ (T×T).
We study rewriting of ground terms. For an arbitrary term rewrite system R over a
ranked alphabet , we restrict the rewriting relation →R to ground terms. We introduce
the relation →R; g=→R∩ (T×T). We show that →∗R; g=→∗R ∩ (T×T) and ↔∗R; g
= ↔∗R;g ∩ (T×T).
In Section 3 we show the following. Let R be a term rewrite system and S be a
ground term rewrite system over . Then it is decidable if ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S . We show that
there is no algorithm deciding for arbitrary linear term rewrite system R and ground
term rewrite system S over  any of the following four problems.
Is ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g?
Is →∗S ⊆↔∗R; g?
Is ↔∗S ⊆→∗R; g?
Is →∗S ⊆→∗R; g?
Furthermore, we show that there is no algorithm which takes as input a ranked alphabet
, a linear term rewrite system R and a ground term rewrite system S over , and
decides which one of the following four mutually excluding conditions holds:
(i) ↔∗R; g⊂↔∗S ,
(ii) ↔∗S ⊂↔∗R; g,
(iii) ↔∗R; g=↔∗S ,
(iv) ↔∗R; g*↔∗S and ↔∗S*↔∗R; g.
Nonetheless, we give a Condition (C) on term rewrite system R and ground term
rewrite system S over  which is a consequence of the equation ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g. Hence
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if (C) does not hold on R and S, then ↔∗S*↔∗R; g. Furthermore, we show that it is
decidable if Condition (C) holds. We show the following. If we have an algorithm
deciding the ground word problem for R, then it is decidable if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g. Hence
then it is also decidable if ↔∗S =↔∗R; g.
In Section 4, we show that for a given left-linear right-ground term rewrite system
R over a ranked alphabet  it is decidable if there is a ground term rewrite system S
over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S . If the answer is yes, then one can e@ectively construct
a gtrs S over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S .
2. Preliminaries
In this section we present a review of the notions, notations and preliminary results
used in the paper. First we present the generally well known deJnitions and results.
Then we introduce the more speciJc and hence less known notions and results.
2.1. General concepts
Relations. A relation over a set A is a subset → of A×A. We write a→ b for
(a; b)∈ → . We denote by ↔ the symmetric closure and by → ∗ the reLexive, transitive
closure of → . Thus ↔∗ is the reLexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of → . Note
that ↔∗ is an equivalence relation.
A relation → is called
• Noetherian if there exists no inJnite sequence of elements a1; a2; a3; : : : in A such
that a1→ a2→ a3→ · · · ;
• con;uent if for any elements a1; a2; a3 in A, whenever a1→∗a2 and a1→∗a3, there
exists an element a4 in A such that a2→∗ a4 and a3→∗ a4,
• Church-Rosser if, for all a1; a2 ∈A, whenever a1↔∗ a2, there is an a3 ∈A such that
a1→∗ a3 and a2→∗ a3,
• convergent if it is Noetherian and conLuent.
We shall need the following fact (cf. [3] for example).
Proposition 2.1. A relation → is con;uent if and only if it is Church–Rosser.
Let → be a relation over a set A. An element a∈A is irreducible with respect to
→ if there exists no b∈A such that a→ b. It is well-known that for any convergent
relation → and any class C of ↔∗, C contains exactly one irreducible element a, and
that for any element b in the class C, b→∗ a. We call a the → -normal form of b.
Let  be an equivalence relation on A. Then for every a∈A, we denote by [a] the
-class containing a, i.e. [a]= {b | ab}. We say that  is of <nite index if the set





Terms. A ranked alphabet  is a Jnite set of symbols in which every element has
a unique rank in the set of nonnegative integers. For each integer m¿0, m denotes
the elements of  which have rank m. We assume that 0 = ∅. We need a countably
inJnite set X = {x1; x2; : : :} of variable symbols kept Jxed throughout the paper. The
set of the Jrst n¿0 elements x1; : : : ; xn of X is denoted by Xn.
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Let V ⊆X . We denote by T(V ) the set of terms over  indexed by V . It is the
smallest set U for which
(i) 0 ∪V ⊆U and
(ii) f(t1; : : : ; tm)∈U whenever f∈m with m¿1 and t1; : : : ; tm ∈U .
Terms are also called trees. The set T(X0) is written simply as T and called the set of
ground trees over . A term t ∈T(X ) is called linear if no variable occurs twice in t.
For each n¿0, we distinguish a subset MT(Xn) of T(Xn) as follows: a tree t ∈T(Xn)
is in MT(Xn) if and only if each variable symbol of Xn appears exactly once in t and
the left-to-right order of the variables in t is x1; : : : ; xn. For example, let =0 ∪2,
0 = {]}, 2 = {g}. Then g(x1; g(]; x1))∈T(X1) but g(x1; g(]; x1)) =∈ MT(X1). Further-
more, g(x2; g(x1; x3))∈T(X3)− MT(X3). On the other hand, g(x1; g(]; x2))∈ MT(X2) and
g(x1; g(x2; x3))∈ MT(X3).
Let N be the set of all positive integers. N ∗ stands for the free monoid generated
by N with empty word  as identity element. Consider the words ; ; ∈N ∗ such
that = . Then we say that  is a preJx of . Furthermore, if  = , then  is a
proper preJx of . For a term t ∈T(X ), the set of occurrences O(t)⊆N ∗ is deJned
by recursion:
(i) if t ∈0 ∪X , then O(t)= {}, and
(ii) if t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with m¿1 and f∈m, then O(t)= {}∪ {i | 16i6m and
∈O(ti)}.
For each t ∈T(X ) and ∈O(t), we introduce the subterm t=∈T(X ) of t at  and
deJne the label lab(t; )∈∪X in t at  as follows:
(a) for t ∈0 ∪X , t== t and lab(t; )= t;
(b) for t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with m¿1 and f∈m, if =  then t== t, and lab(t; )=f,
otherwise, if = i with 16i6m, then t== ti= and lab(t; )= lab(ti; ).
Let p; t ∈T. We say that p is a subtree of t if p= t= for some ∈O(t). Let
sub(t) denote the set of all subtrees of t. For a tree language L⊆T, the set sub(L) of
subtrees of elements of L is deJned by the equation sub(L)=
⋃
(sub(t) | t ∈L).
Finally, for any t ∈T, ∈O(t), and r ∈T, we deJne t[← r]∈T.
(i) If = , then t[← r] = r.
(ii) If = i, for some integer i, then t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with f∈m and 16i6m. Then
t[← r] =f(t1; : : : ; ti−1; ti[← r]; ti+1; : : : ; tm).
Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let t ∈T(X ). Then var(t)⊆X denotes the set of
variables occurring in t. A substitution is a mapping % :V → T(X ), where V ⊆X . For
any substitution % : var(t)→T(X ), the term %(t) is produced from t by replacing each
occurrence of xi ∈ var(t) with %(xi). We say that %(t) is an instance of term t. Let
t ∈ MT(Xk), k¿0, t1; : : : ; tk ∈T(X ) be arbitrary. Let % :Xk →T(X ) be a substitution
with %(xi)= ti for i=1; : : : ; k. Then we denote the term %(t) by t[t1; : : : ; tk ] as well.
Let t ∈ MT(Xk), k¿0, and L1; : : : ; Lk ⊆T be arbitrary. Then
t[L1; : : : ; Lk ] = {t[t1; : : : ; tk ] | ti ∈Li for 16 i 6 k}:
Let t ∈T(Xk), k¿0. Then
t · T = {t[t1; : : : ; tk ] | ti ∈ T for 16 i 6 k}:
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Let s; t ∈T(X ) be terms. We say that s and t are uni<able if there is a substi-
tution % : var(s)∪ var(t)→T(X ) such that %(s)= %(t). For the concept of a most
general uni<er of s and t, see [2]. Let s; t ∈T(X ) be uniJable linear terms with
var(s)∩ var(t)= ∅. We compute a most general uniJer % : var(s)∪ var(t)→ T(var(s)
∪ var(t)) of s and t in the following way. For each variable xi ∈ var(s), let i ∈O(s)
such that s=i = xi. For each variable xi ∈ var(s), if i ∈O(t), then let %(xi)= t=i. Oth-
erwise, let %(xi)= xi. For each variable xi ∈ var(t), let i ∈O(t) such that t=i = xi. For
each variable xi ∈ var(t), if i ∈O(s) and i = j for some j, then let %(xi)= xi. Other-
wise, let %(xi)= s=i. Throughout the paper we call % the natural most general uni<er
of s and t.
Algebras. Let  be a ranked alphabet. A  algebra is a system B=(B; B), where B
is a nonempty set, called the carrier set of B, and B = {fB |f∈} is a -indexed
set of operations over B such that for every f∈m with m¿0, fB is a mapping from
Bm to B. We assign an element tB ∈B to every term t ∈T(B). Let t=f(t1; : : : ; tm),
f∈m, m¿0. Then tB =fB(tB1 ; : : : ; tBm). An equivalence relation ⊆B×B is a
congruence on B if
fB(t1; : : : ; tm)fB(p1; : : : ; pm)
whenever f∈m, m¿0, and tipi, for 16i6m. For each B′⊆B, let [B′]= {[b] | b∈
B′}. The least congruence on B containing a given relation %⊆B×B is called the
congruence generated by %. A congruence on B is Jnitely generated if it is generated
by a Jnite relation %⊆B×B. We deJne the quotient algebra B==([B]; B=) of the
algebra B modulo the congruence  as follows. For all f∈m, m¿0, and b1; : : : ; bm,
we put fB=([b1]; : : : ; [bm])= [fB(b1; : : : ; bm)].
In this paper we shall mainly deal with the algebra TA=(T; ) of terms over ,
where for f∈m with m¿0 and t1; : : : ; tm ∈T, we have
fTA(t1; : : : ; tm) = f(t1; : : : ; tm):
Term rewrite systems. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Then a term rewrite system (trs) R
over  is a Jnite subset of T(X )×T(X ) such that for each (l; r)∈R, each variable
of r also occurs in l. Elements (l; r) of R are called rules and are denoted by l→ r.
Furthermore, we say that l is the left-hand side and r is the right-hand side of the rule
l→ r.
A rewrite rule l→ r is called left-linear (resp. right-linear if the left-hand side l
(resp. right-hand side r) is linear. It is called linear if it is both left- and right-linear.
A term rewrite system is called left-linear (resp. linear) if all of its rules are left-linear
(resp. linear). A rewrite rule l→ r is called right-ground if the right-hand side r is
ground. A term rewrite system is called right-ground if all of its rules are right-ground.
Let R be a trs over . Given any two terms s and t in T(X ) and an occurrence
∈O(s), we say that s rewrites to t at  and denote this by s→R t if there are some
pair (l; r)∈R and a substitution % : var(l)→T(X ), such that s== %(l) and t= s[←
%(r)]. Here we also say that R rewrites s to t applying the rule l→ r at . When we
indicate the rule l→ r and the occurrence , we write s→[l→ r;]t. When we indicate
R and the occurrence , we write s→[R;]t.
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Let R be a trs over a ranked alphabet . Then lhs(R)= {l | l→ r is in R} and
rhs(R)= {r | l→ r is in R}.
Let R be a trs or a gtrs over a ranked alphabet . A term t ∈T(X ) is irreducible
for R if it is irreducible for →R. The set of irreducible ground terms for R is denoted
by IRR(R).
A trs R is Noetherian, conLuent, Church-Rosser, convergent if →R is Noetherian,
conLuent, Church–Rosser, convergent, respectively. A trs R over  is called orthogonal
if it is left-linear and has no critical pairs, see [2].
Ground term rewrite systems. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Then a ground term rewrite
system (gtrs) R over  is a Jnite subset of T×T. Elements (l; r) of R are called
rules and are denoted by l→ r. Furthermore, we say that l is the left-hand side and r
is the right-hand side of the rule l→ r.
The gtrs is a special case of the trs. However, the gtrs rewrites ground terms rather
than terms containing variables. Let R be a gtrs over . Given any two terms s and
t in T and an occurrence ∈O(s), we say that s rewrites to t at  and denote this
by s→R t if there is some pair (l; r)∈R such that s== l and t= s[ ← r]. Here we
also say that R rewrites s to t applying the rule l→ r at . When we indicate the rule
l→ r and the occurrence , we write s→[l→ r;]t. When we indicate the gtrs R and the
occurrence , we write s→[R;]t. For a gtrs R over a ranked alphabet , by the set of
subterms occurring in R we mean the set
sub(R) =
⋃{sub(u) ∪ sub(v) | u→ v is in R}:
The congruence relation on TA generated by R is ↔∗R.
We say that R is Noetherian, (conLuent, etc.) if →R is Noetherian (conLuent, etc.).
A term t ∈T is irreducible with respect to R if it is irreducible with respect to →R.
A gtrs R is reduced if for every rule u→ v in R, u is irreducible with respect to
R− {u→ v} and v is irreducible with respect to R. We recall the following important
result.
Proposition 2.2 (Snyder [29]). Any reduced gtrs R is convergent.
Tree automata. Let  be a ranked alphabet. A tree automaton A over  is a gtrs
over the ranked alphabet ∪STATES, where STATES, the state set of A, consists
of nullary function symbols, and STATES ∩= ∅. Moreover, each rule in A is of the
form
f(a1; : : : ; an)→ a;
where f∈n, n¿0, a; a1; : : : ; an ∈STATES.
The tree language recognized by the set Q⊆STATES of <nal states is
L(A;Q) = {t ∈ T | t ∗→
A
a for some a ∈ Q}:
If L=L(A;Q) for some tree automaton A and Jnal state set Q, then we say that L is
recognizable. We give a recognizable tree language L through a tree automaton A and
Jnal state set Q where L=L(A;Q).
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Let  be a ranked alphabet, and let t ∈T. Then the singleton set {t} is a recognizable
tree language, and one can e@ectively construct a tree automaton A and Jnal state set
Q such that {t}=L(A;Q), see [17].
Lemma 2.3. Let v∈T(Xn), n¿0, and l∈T(X ) be linear terms. Let L1; : : : ; Ln ∈T
be recognizable tree languages over . Then one can decide if
v[L1; : : : ; Ln] ∩ l · T = ∅:
Proof. Both v[L1; : : : ; Ln] and l · T are recognizable tree languages over , see [17].
Hence we can decide if v[L1; : : : ; Ln]∩ l · T= ∅, see [17].
2.2. Speci<c concepts
Terms. Let t ∈T and u∈ MT(Xn), n¿0. We say that u is a midtree of t if some
instance of u is a subtree of t. Furthermore, we say that u is a supertree of t if t is an
instance of u. Observe that each subtree of t is a midtree of t as well. Furthermore,
each supertree of t is a midtree of t as well. For example, let =0 ∪1, 0 = {]},
1 = {f; g}. Let t=f(g(])). Then ], g(x1), f(g(x1)), t are midtrees of t, and f(x1),
f(g(x1)) are supertrees of t. However, g(x1) is neither a supertree nor a subtree of t.
Let  be a ranked alphabet. Consider the ranked alphabet ∪{⊥}, where ⊥ is of
rank 0. Let t ∈T∪{⊥} containing k¿0 occurrences of the symbol ⊥. We deJne the
tree tX ∈ MT(Xk) from t by replacing the ith occurrence of ⊥ from the left with xi for
16i6k. Hence tX [⊥; : : : ;⊥] = t.
Let t ∈T∪{⊥} with tX ∈ MT(Xk) for some k¿0, and let t1; : : : ; tk ∈T. Then the term
t[t1; : : : ; tk ] is produced from t by replacing the ith occurrence of ⊥ from the left with ti
for 16i6k. In other words, t[t1; : : : ; tk ] = tX [t1; : : : ; tk ]. Let L1; : : : ; Lk ⊆T be arbitrary.
Then t[L1; : : : ; Lk ] = tX [L1; : : : ; Lk ]. Finally, let t · T= tX · T.
We adopt the concept of the k-normal tree from [11].
Denition 2.4. Let k¿0 be an integer. We say that a tree t ∈T(X ) is a k-normal tree
over  if it satisJes the following conditions:
(a) t ∈ MT(Xm) for some m¿0.
(b) For every occurrence ∈O(t), either (length()= k and lab(t; )∈Xm) or (length
()¡k and lab(t; )∈).
We observe the following. By (b), height(t)6k for each k-normal tree t. The only
0-normal tree is x1.
Denition 2.5. Let s∈T(X ) and k¿0. We say that a tree t is a k-normal pre<x of
s, if t is a k-normal tree over , and s is an instance of t.
The proof of the following result is straightforward.
Proposition 2.6 (F#ul#op and V!agv#olgyi [11]). Let k¿0, s∈T(X ) be arbitrary such
that for each occurrence ∈O(s), if s=∈X , then length()¿k. Then s has exactly
one k-normal pre<x.
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Let k¿0, s∈T. We denote by nk(s) the k-normal preJx of s. For a tree language
L⊆T, let
nk(L) = {nk(t) | t ∈ L}:
Algebras. We adopt the concepts of a simple class and of a compound class of a
congruence  on the term algebra TA from [12]. Informally, these concepts are deJned
as follows. Clearly, every -class Z can be written as the union of sets of the form
{f(z1; : : : ; zm) | zi ∈Zi; 16i6m} for some suitable function symbols f and -classes
Z1; : : : ; Zm. Especially, if the union has only one member, i.e., Z = {f(z1; : : : ; zm) | zi ∈Zi;
16i6m}, then Z is called a simple class. If a class is not simple, then it is compound.
Formally, given a congruence  on TA, a -class Z is called simple if for any
function symbols f∈m; g∈n, with m; n¿0 and -classes Z1; : : : ; Zm, Z ′1; : : : ; Z ′n, if
fTA=(Z1; : : : ; Zm)=Z and gTA=(Z1; : : : ; Zn)=Z , then f= g, m= n, Z1 =Z ′1; : : : ; Zm=
Z ′m. If a -class Z is not simple then it is called a compound class. The set of all
compound classes is denoted by comp().
Next we adopt the trunk of a congruence  from [12]. Let  be a congruence on
TA, the trunk trunk() of  is the set sub(
⋃
comp()).
Denition 2.7. Let  be a congruence on TA, and let t ∈T. The -stub of t is denoted
by stub(t) and is deJned as follows.
(i) stub(t)∈ MT(Xn) for some n¿0.
(ii) O(stub(t))= {}∪ {∈O(t) | for each preJx  of  with  =  and  = , [t=]
is a simple -class}.
(iii) lab(stub(t); )= lab(t; ).
(iv) For each occurrence ∈O(stub(t)) − {}, if [t=] is a simple -class, then
lab(stub(t); )= lab(t; ).
(v) For each occurrence ∈O(stub(t)) − {}, if [t=] is a compound -class, then
lab(stub(t); )∈X .
We illustrate the concept of the -stub of a tree by an example. Let =0 ∪1,
0 = {]}, 1 = {f}. Let ti denote the tree over  of height i for i¿0. That is, t0 = ],
t1 =f(]), t2 =f(f(])), t3 =f(f(f(]))), and so on. We deJne the congruence  over
the term algebra TA as follows. For all i; j¿0, titj if and only if i − j is divis-
ible by 4. Hence  has 4 congruence classes, C0 = {t0; t4; t8; : : :}, C1 = {t1; t5; t9; : : :},
C2 = {t2; t6; t10; : : :}, and C3 = {t3; t7; t11; : : :}. We obtain by direct inspection that C0 is
a compound -class and that C1, C2, C3 are simple -classes. Hence by DeJnition 2.7,
stub(t0)= ]; stub(t1)=f(x1), stub(t2)=f(f(x1)), stub(t3)=f(f(f(x1)));
stub(t4)=f(f(f(f(x1)))), stub(t5)=f(x1), stub(t6)=f(f(x1)), stub(t7)=
f(f(f(x1))), stub(t8)=f(f(f(f(x1)))), stub(t9)=f(x1), and so on.
Term rewrite systems. Let R be a trs over . We now restrict the rewriting relation
→R to ground terms. We denote the intersection of the relation →R with T×T by
→R; g. That is to say,
→
R;g
=→R ∩(T × T):
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Lemma 2.8. Let R be a trs over . Let ]∈0 be arbitrary. Let p; q∈T(X ) be
arbitrary such that p↔Rq. We de<ne the tree p′ from p by substituting ] for each
variable occurrence. Similarly, we de<ne the tree q′ from q by substituting ] for each
variable occurrence. Then p′↔Rq′.
Proof. By direct inspection.
Lemma 2.9. Let R be a trs over . Then →∗R; g=→∗R ∩ (T×T) and ↔∗R; g=↔∗R∩
(T×T).
Proof. By the deJnition of the relation →R; g, →∗R; g⊆→∗R ∩ (T×T) and ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗R∩
(T×T).
We now show that→∗R ∩ (T×T)⊆→∗R; g. Let p; q∈T be arbitrary such that p→∗Rq.
Then there are terms v0; v1; : : : ; vn ∈T, n¿0 such that p= v0→R v1→R v2→R v3
· · ·→R vn= q. By the deJnition of →R; g, p= v0→R; g v1→R; g v2→R; g v3 · · ·→R; g vn=q.
Hence p→∗R; g q.
We now show that ↔∗R∩ (T×T)⊆↔∗R; g. Let ]∈0 be arbitrary. Let p; q∈T
be arbitrary such that p↔∗R q. Then there are terms v0; v1; : : : ; vn ∈T(X ) such that
p= v0↔Rv1↔Rv2↔R · · ·↔Rvn= q. For each 06i6n, we deJne the tree zi from vi by
replacing each variable occurrence by ]. By Lemma 2.8, p= z0↔R; gz1↔R; gz2↔R; g · · ·
↔R; gzn= q.
Denition 2.10 (Baader and Nipkow [2]). Let R be a trs over . The word problem
for R is the problem of deciding for arbitrary s; t ∈T(X ) whether s↔∗R t. The ground
word problem for R is the word problem restricted to ground terms s and t. The
reduction problem for R is the problem of deciding for arbitrary s; t ∈T(X ) whether
s→∗Rt. The ground reduction problem for R is the reduction problem restricted to
ground terms s and t.
In Example 4.1.4 on p. 60 of [2], a set E of identities is presented with undecidable
ground word problem. We view this set of identities as a trs. That is, let R=E be
a trs. Thus the ground word problem for trs R is undecidable. We obtain by direct
inspection that R is a linear trs.
Proposition 2.11 (Baader and Nipkow [2]). There is no algorithm deciding the
ground word problem for an arbitrary given linear trs R.
Lemma 2.12 (Baader and Nipkow [2]). There is a linear trs R such that there is no
algorithm deciding the ground reduction problem for R.
Proof. Consider once more set E of identities with undecidable ground word problem
in Example 4.1.4 of [2]. Let E−1 consist of all pairs (r; l) such that (l; r) is in E. Let
R=E ∪E−1. R is a linear trs. As the ground word problem for set E of identities is
undecidable, the ground reduction problem for trs R is undecidable.
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Oyamaguchi [26] showed that the word problem for any left-linear right-ground trs
is decidable. Engelfriet’s results [8] also imply that the ground word problem for any
left-linear right-ground trs is decidable.
Proposition 2.13 (Oyamaguchi [26]). Let R be a left-linear right-ground trs. Then
the word problem for R is decidable.
Proposition 2.14 (Baader and Nipkow [2]). Let R be a convergent trs over . Then
the word problem for R is decidable.
Ground term rewrite systems. We now recall two results on the congruence gener-
ated by a reduced gtrs.
Proposition 2.15 (V!agv#olgyi [33]). Let R be a reduced gtrs over . Then for any
rule p→ q of R, [p]↔∗R is a compound class of ↔∗R.
Proposition 2.16 (V!agv#olgyi [33]). Let R be a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet
. Then
trunk(↔∗R) =
⋃{[t]↔∗R | t ∈ sub(R)}:
Denition 2.17. Let R be a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet . Let REP(R)=
IRR(R)∩ sub(R).
That is, REP(R) denotes the set of R-irreducible subterms occurring in R. By DeJ-
nition 2.17, REP(R) is Jnite, and we can e@ectively construct REP(R).
Lemma 2.18. Let R be a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet . Let p∈ trunk(↔∗R).
Then the →R-normal form of p is in REP(R).
Proof. Let p∈ trunk(↔∗R) be arbitrary. By Proposition 2.16, there is a tree t ∈ sub(R)
such that p↔∗R t.
• If t is the left-hand side of a rule l→ r in R, then the →R-normal form of p is the
right-hand side r.
• If t is a proper subtree of a left-hand side l of a rule l→ r in R, then t is irreducible
for R. The →R-normal form of p is t.
• If t is a subtree of a right-hand side of a rule in R, then t is irreducible for R. The
→R-normal form of p is t.
Hence in all three cases the →R-normal form of p is in sub(R). By DeJnition 2.17 in
all three cases the →R-normal form of p is in REP(R).
Lemma 2.19. Let R be a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet . Let trunk(↔∗R)=T.
Then REP(R)= IRR(R).
Proof. By DeJnition 2.17, it is suQcient to show that IRR(R)⊆REP(R). To this end,
let p∈ IRR(R) be arbitrary. The →R-normal form of p is p. By Lemma 2.18 the
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→R-normal form of p is in REP(R). Thus p∈REP(R). As p∈ IRR(R) is arbitrary,
IRR(R)⊆REP(R).
Let R be a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet  with trunk(↔∗R)=T. Then by
Lemma 2.19, REP(R) is the set of all →R-normal forms. We noted that REP(R) is
Jnite, and we can e@ectively construct REP(R). Hence the set of all →R-normal forms
is Jnite, and we can e@ectively construct it.
The following result was shown by presenting fast algorithms, see [16,29].
Proposition 2.20. Let  be a ranked alphabet. For every gtrs R over , one can
e5ectively construct a reduced gtrs S over  such that ↔∗R=↔∗S .
For other completion algorithms see [14,27]. For further results on gtrs’s see [4,8,
21–23, 25].
Tree automata in rewriting. By Propositions 2.20 and 2.16, and by the results of
Brainerd [4], Kozen [22], F#ul#op and V!agv#olgyi [10,31], we have the following result.
Proposition 2.21. For any gtrs R over a ranked alphabet , trunk(↔∗R) is recogniz-
able. Moreover, one can e5ectively construct a tree automaton A over  and a <nal
state set Q⊆STATES such that trunk(↔∗R)=L(A;Q).
Proposition 2.22. For a given a gtrs R over a ranked alphabet , one can e5ectively
decide if trunk(↔∗R)=T.
Proof. It is well known that for any tree automaton A over a ranked alphabet ,
and for any Jnal state set Q⊆STATES, one can e@ectively decide if L(A;Q)=T.
Hence by Proposition 2.21, one can e@ectively decide for a given gtrs R over  if
trunk(↔∗R)=T.
Let  be a ranked alphabet, let R be a trs over , and let L be a tree language
over . Then R∗(L)= {p | q→∗Rp for some q∈L} is the set of descendants of trees
in L. When  is apparant from the context, we simply write R∗(L) rather than R∗(L).
A trs R over  preserves -recognizability, if for each recognizable tree language L
over , R∗(L) is recognizable. Let R be a trs over a ranked alphabet . We say that
R e5ectively preserves -recognizability if for a given tree automaton A over  and
a Jnal state set QA, we can e@ectively construct a tree automaton B over  and a
Jnal state set QB such that L(B;QB)=R∗(L(A;QA)). Let R be a trs over the ranked
alphabet . We say that R e5ectively preserves recognizability if for a given ranked
alphabet 3 with ⊆3 and a given tree automaton A over 3 and a Jnal state set
QA, we can e@ectively construct a tree automaton B over 3 and a Jnal state set QB
such that L(B;QB)=R∗3(L(A;QA)). For trs’s e@ectively preserving recognizability, see
[4,18,19,28,30].
For a gtrs over a ranked alphabet  we introduce the notions of preserving
-recognizability, e@ectively preserving -recognizability, and of e@ectively preserv-
ing recognizability in the same way as for a trs over .
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Proposition 2.23 (Coquid!e et al. [5], Gyenizse and V!agv#olgyi [19]). Let R be a left-
linear right-ground trs over . Then R e5ectively preserves recognizability.
Proposition 2.24. Let R be a con;uent trs over . Let R e5ectively preserve
-recognizability. Then the ground word problem for R is decidable.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 we have the following statement.
(∗) For any s; t ∈T, s↔∗R t if and only if R∗({s})∩R∗({t}) = ∅.
Since R e@ectively preserves -recognizability, R∗({s}) and R∗({t}) are recognizable
tree languages, and one can e@ectively construct tree automata A, B and Jnal state sets
QA and QB such that L(A;QA)=R∗({s}) and L(B;QB)=R∗({t}). One can e@ectively
decide if L(A;QA)∩L(B;QB)= ∅, see [17]. Hence by Statement (∗) for any s; t ∈T,
one can decide if s↔∗R t.
Proposition 2.25 (Baader and Nipkow [2]). Let R be an orthogonal trs over . Then
R is con;uent.
Proposition 2.26. Let R be an orthogonal trs over . Let R e5ectively preserve
-recognizability. Then the ground word problem for R is decidable.
Proof. It is a consequence of Propositions 2.24 and 2.25.
Let R be a trs over . Recall that the ground reduction problem for R was deJned
in DeJnition 2.10.
Proposition 2.27. Let R be a trs over . Let R e5ectively preserve -recognizability.
Then the ground reduction problem for R is decidable.
Proof. The proof is left to the reader.
For further results on the application of tree automata in rewriting see
[6,7,9,18,24,28].
3. Term rewrite systems and ground term rewrite systems
In this section we show the following results. Let R be a trs and S be a gtrs over .
Then it is decidable if ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S . We show that there is no algorithm deciding for
arbitrary linear trs R and gtrs S over  any of the following four problems.
Is ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g?
Is →∗S ⊆↔∗R; g?
Is ↔∗S ⊆→∗R; g?
Is →∗S ⊆→∗R; g?
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Furthermore, we show that there is no algorithm which takes as input a ranked alphabet
, a linear trs R and a gtrs S over , and decides which one of the following four
mutually excluding conditions holds.
(i) ↔∗R; g⊂↔∗S ,
(ii) ↔∗S ⊂↔∗R; g,
(iii) ↔∗R; g=↔∗S ,
(iv) ↔∗R; g*↔∗S and ↔∗S*↔∗R; g.
Nonetheless, we give a Condition (C) on trs R and gtrs S over  which is a con-
sequence of the equality ↔∗S =↔∗R; g. Hence if (C) does not hold on R and S, then
↔∗S*↔∗R; g. Furthermore, we show that it is decidable if Condition (C) holds. We
show the following. If we have an algorithm deciding the ground word problem for R,
then it is decidable if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g. Hence then it is also decidable if
↔∗S =↔∗R; g.
Denition 3.1. Let S be a reduced gtrs over . Let t ∈T(X ) be an arbitrary term. We
say that occurrence ∈O(t) is grounding if t=∈T. Occurrence ∈O(t) is minimal
grounding if t=∈T and each proper preJx  of  is not grounding. Let 1; : : : ; k ,
k¿0, be all minimal grounding occurrences of t. Let n=0 if t ∈T. Otherwise let n
be such that t ∈T(Xn) − T(Xn−1), that is let n be the maximal index of the vari-
ables occurring in t. We deJne u∈T(Xn+k) from t as follows. For each 16i6k, at
occurrence i we replace subtree t=i by variable xn+i. That is, Conditions (i)–(iii)
hold.
(i) O(u)= {1; : : : ; k}∪ { | ∈O(t) and i is not a preJx of  for 16i6k}.
(ii) u=i = xn+i for 16i6k.
(iii) Let ∈O(t) be arbitrary such that i is not a preJx of  for 16i6k. Then
lab(u; )= lab(t; ).
Let pi be the →S -normal form of t=i for 16i6k. Then the →S -generalized normal
form of t is tS = %(u), where % : {xn+1; : : : ; xn+k} → {p1; : : : ; pk} and %(xn+i)=pi for
16i6k.
Let S be a reduced gtrs over . Consider the trs R over  with R= S. Then R is
a convergent trs over , and for each t ∈T, the →R-normal form of t is equal to the
→S -generalized normal form of t.
Lemma 3.2. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0⊂. Let R be a trs over .
Let S be a reduced gtrs over . If trunk(↔∗S)⊂T and there is a rule l→ r in R
such that the →S -generalized normal form lS of l is not equal to the →S -generalized
normal form rS of r then ↔∗R; g*↔∗S .
Proof. We assume that 2 = ∅. The proof is similar when 2 = ∅ and i = ∅ for some
i∈{1; 3; 4; 5; : : :}. Let us take a tree t ∈T− trunk(↔∗S). Let p be the →S -normal form
of t. By its deJnition, p is irreducible for S. We deJne the trees p1; p2; p3; : : : ∈T as
follows. Let p1 =f(p;p), and for each i¿2, let pi =f(pi−1; p). By Proposition 2.16,
p ∈ trunk(↔∗S). Hence again by Proposition 2.16, p is not a subtree of a left-hand side
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of a rule in S. Hence for each i¿1, pi is irreducible for S. Observe that
height(pi)¿ i for i ¿ 1: (1)
Let
k ¿ max{height(lS); height(rS)}: (2)
We deJne the substitution % : var(l)→ T as follows. Let
%(xi) = pi·k for xi ∈ var(l); i ¿ 1: (3)
We now show that
(%(l); %(r)) ∈ ∗↔
S
: (4)








The trees %(lS) and %(rS) are irreducible for S. Hence %(lS) is the →S -normal form
of %(l), and %(rS) is the →S -normal form of %(r). As lS = rS , there is an occurrence
∈O(ls) such that lab(ls; ) = lab(rs; ). We now distinguish four cases.
Case 1: lab(ls; )∈ and lab(rs; )∈. In this case %(lS) = %(rS).
Case 2: lab(ls; )∈X and lab(rs; )∈. Then by (1), (2), and (3), height(%(ls)=)¿
k¿height(%(rs)=). Hence %(lS) = %(rS).
Case 3: lab(ls; )∈ and lab(rs; )∈X . In this case we proceed similarly as in
Case 2.
Case 4: lab(ls; )= xi ∈X and lab(rs; )= xj ∈X and i = j. In this case %(xi)=pi·k
=pj·k = %(xj).
Thus in all four cases %(lS) = %(rS). As %(lS) is the →S -normal form of %(l) and
%(rS) is the →S -normal form of %(r), we get (4). By (4), ↔∗R; g*↔∗S .
Lemma 3.3. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a reduced gtrs
over . Let trunk(↔∗S)=T. If for each rule l→ r in R and for each substitution
% : var(l)→REP(S) the →S -normal form of %(l) is equal to the →S -normal form of
%(r), then ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S .
Proof. Assume that for each rule l→ r in R and for each substitution % : var(l)→
REP(S) the →S -normal form of %(l) is equal to the →S -normal form of %(r). Let s
and t be arbitrary terms in T such that s→R; g t. Then there is a pair (l; r)∈R and a
substitution % : var(l)→T such that s== %(l) and t= s[ ← %(r)]. By Lemma 2.19
for each variable xi ∈ var(l), the →S -normal form of %(xi) is in REP(S). Let us deJne
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the substitution %′ : var(l)→REP(S) such that for each xi ∈ var(l), %′(xi) is the →S -
normal form of %(xi). By our assumption the →S -normal form of %′(l) is equal to the




By the deJnition of the substitution %′, %(l)↔∗S %′(l) and %(r)↔∗S %′(r). By (5),
%(l)↔∗S %(r). Hence s↔∗S t. As s; t are arbitrary terms in T such that s→R; gt, we
have →R; g⊆↔∗S . Thus ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S .
Lemma 3.4. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a reduced gtrs
over . Let trunk(↔∗S)=T. If ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S , then for each rule l→ r in R, and for
each substitution % : var(l)→REP(S), the →S -normal form of %(l) is equal to the
→S -normal form of %(r).
Proof. Let l→ r be an arbitrary rule in R. Let % : var(l)→REP(S) be an arbitrary
substitution. Since ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S , %(l)↔∗S %(r). Since S is a reduced gtrs, the
→S -normal form of %(l) is equal to the →S -normal form of %(r).
Theorem 3.5. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a reduced gtrs
over . Let trunk(↔∗S)=T. ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S if and only if for each rule l→ r in R, and
for each substitution % : var(l)→REP(S), the →S -normal form of %(l) is equal to
the →S -normal form of %(r).
Proof. It is a consequence of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.
Theorem 3.6. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a reduced gtrs
over . Then it is decidable if ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S .
Proof. Assume that =0. Then T=0. We can e@ectively construct the Jnite
relations →R; g, ↔∗R; g, →S , and ↔∗S . By direct inspection we can decide whether
↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S .
From now on, we assume that 0⊂. We decide if trunk(↔∗S)=T, see Proposition
2.22. First, let us assume that trunk(↔∗S)⊂T. Then for each rule l→ r in R, we
compute the →S -generalized normal form lS of l and the →S -generalized normal form
rS of r. If there is a rule l→ r in R such that the →S -generalized normal form lS of l is
not equal to the →S -generalized normal form rS of r then ↔∗R; g*↔∗S , see Lemma 3.2.
If for each rule l→ r in R, the →S -generalized normal form ls of l is equal to the
→S -generalized normal form rS of r, then for each substitution %, %(l)↔∗S %(r). Hence
→R⊆↔∗S . Thus ↔∗R⊆↔∗S .
Second, let us assume that trunk(↔∗S)=T. Then for each rule l→ r in R, and for
each substitution % : var(l)→REP(S), we compute the →S -normal form of %(l) and
the →S -normal form of %(r). Then we compare the two →S -normal forms with each
other. If for each rule l→ r in R and for each substitution % : var(l)→REP(S), the
→S -normal form of %(l) and the →S -normal form of %(r) are equal to each other,
then ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S , see Lemma 3.3. Otherwise, ↔∗R; g*↔∗S , see Lemma 3.4.
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Proposition 2.20 and Theorem 3.6 imply the following result.
Consequence 3.7. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a gtrs over .
Then it is decidable if ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S .
Theorem 3.8. There is no algorithm which takes as input a ranked alphabet , a
linear trs R and a gtrs S over , and decides if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g.
Proof. By contradiction. Let us assume that there is an algorithm which takes as input
a ranked alphabet , a linear trs R and a gtrs S over , and decides if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g. Then
we can decide the ground word problem for R as follows. Let s; t ∈T be arbitrary.
We consider the gtrs S = {s→ t} over . Then s↔∗R; g t if and only if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g. By
applying our algorithm we decide if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g. Thus we can decide if s↔∗R; g t. As
s; t ∈T, by Lemma 2.9 s↔∗R; g t if and only if s↔∗R t. Hence we can decide if s↔∗R t.
As s; t ∈T are arbitrary, we have an algorithm deciding the ground word problem for
R. This is a contradiction, see Proposition 2.11.
We obtain the proof of the following result from the proof of Theorem 3.8 by
replacing ↔∗S with →∗S .
Theorem 3.9. There is no algorithm which takes as input a ranked alphabet , a
linear trs R and a gtrs S over , and decides if →∗S ⊆↔∗R; g.
Theorem 3.10. There is no algorithm which takes as input a ranked alphabet , a
linear trs R and a gtrs S over , and decides if ↔∗S ⊆→∗R; g.
Proof. By contradiction. Let us assume that there is an algorithm which takes as input
a ranked alphabet , a linear trs R and a gtrs S over , and decides if ↔∗S ⊆→∗R; g.
Let R be as in the proof of Lemma 2.12.
Then we can decide the ground reduction problem for R as follows. Let s; t ∈T
be arbitrary. We consider the gtrs S = {s→ t} over . Then s→∗R; gt if and only if
↔∗S ⊆→∗R; g. By applying our algorithm we decide if ↔∗S ⊆→∗R; g. Thus we can de-
cide if s→∗R; gt. As s; t ∈T, by Lemma 2.9 s→∗R; g t if and only if s→∗Rt. Hence
we can decide if s→∗Rt. As s; t ∈T are arbitrary, we have an algorithm deciding
the ground reduction problem for R. This is a contradiction, see Proposition 2.12.
We obtain the proof of the following result from the proof of Theorem 3.10 by
replacing ↔∗S with →∗S .
Theorem 3.11. There is no algorithm which takes as input a ranked alphabet , a
linear trs R and a gtrs S over , and decides if →∗S ⊆→∗R; g.
Theorem 3.12. There is no algorithm which takes as input a ranked alphabet , a
linear trs R and a gtrs S over , and decides which one of the following four mutually
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excluding conditions holds:
(i) ↔∗R; g⊂↔∗S ,
(ii) ↔∗S ⊂↔∗R; g,
(iii) ↔∗R; g=↔∗S ,
(iv) ↔∗R; g*↔∗S and ↔∗S*↔∗R; g.
Proof. It is a consequence of Theorem 3.8.
Let  be a ranked alphabet, R be a trs over  and S be a gtrs over . We
now give a Condition (C) on R and S. Condition (C) reads as follows. Let l→ r
be an arbitrary rule in S. Let s be either side of the rule l→ r. Let the substi-
tution %1 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T be deJned by the equation %1(stub↔∗S (s))= s. Then
there is a rule p→ q in R such that for some side t ∈{p; q} there are substitutions
%2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T and %3 : var(t)→T satisfying Conditions (i) and (ii).
(i) %1(x)↔∗S %2(x) for each x∈ var(stub↔∗S (s)).
(ii) %2(stub↔∗S (s))= %3(t).
Intuitively, Conditions (i) and (ii) mean that ↔∗S can rewrite s into an instance of t
by rewriting the lower part of s below the supertree stub↔∗S (s). We show that equal-
ity ↔∗S =↔∗R; g implies Condition (C) on R and S. To this end, we now show two
lemmas.
Lemma 3.13. Let S be a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet . Let u; v∈T.
Let u→[S;]v, where  = . Then stub↔∗S (u)= stub↔∗S (v), and for each occurrence
∈O(stub↔∗S (u)), u=↔∗S v=.
Proof. By Proposition 2.15, [u=]↔∗S is a compound class. Hence by DeJnition 2.7,
 ∈O(stub↔∗S (u)) or (∈O(stub↔∗S (u))−{} and u=∈X ). Thus O(stub↔∗S (u))⊆O(v)
and





O(stub↔∗S (u)) = O(stub↔∗S (v)): (7)
By DeJnition 2.7 stub↔∗S (u)∈ MT(Xk), k¿0, and stub↔∗S (v)∈ MT(Xl), l¿0. Thus by
(6) and (7), k = l and stub↔∗S (u)= stub↔∗S (v).
Lemma 3.14. Let S be a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet . Let u; v∈T. Let
u= z1↔[S;1]z2↔[S;2] · · ·↔[S;n]zn= v, where n¿1, z1; : : : ; zn ∈T, i =  for 16i6n.
Then stub↔∗S (u)= stub↔∗S (v), and for each occurrence ∈O(stub↔∗S (u)), u=↔∗S v=.
Proof. It is a consequence of Lemma 3.13.
We now show that equality ↔∗S =↔∗R; g implies Condition (C) on R and S.
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Theorem 3.15. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a reduced gtrs
over . Let ↔∗S =↔∗R; g. Let l→ r be an arbitrary rule in S. Let s be either side of
the rule l→ r. Let the substitution %1 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T be de<ned by the equation
%1(stub↔∗S (s))= s. Then there is a rule p→ q in R such that for some side t ∈{p; q}
there are substitutions %2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T and %3 : var(t)→T satisfying Condi-
tions (i) and (ii).
(i) %1(x)↔∗S %2(x) for each x∈ var(stub↔∗S (s)).
(ii) %2(stub↔∗S (s))= %3(t).
Proof. Tree s is of the form s=f(s1; : : : ; sm), where f∈m, m¿0, s1; : : : ; sm ∈T. By
Proposition 2.15, [s]↔∗S is a compound class of ↔∗S . Hence there is a tree z ∈ [s]↔∗S
such that
• z= g(z1; : : : ; zn), where g∈n, n¿0, z1; : : : ; zn ∈T and that
• f = g or f= g and m= n and there is an integer 16i6m such that [si]↔∗S = [zi]↔∗S .
As ↔∗S =↔∗R; g, along the rewriting s↔∗R; g z R applies a rule at occurrence . That is,
we have Conditions (a)–(c).
(a) s=w0↔[R;1]w1↔[R;2]w2↔[R;3] · · ·↔[R;k ]wk , where k¿0, w1; : : : ; wk ∈T;
i = for 16i6k.
(b) wk→[p→ q; ]wk+1 or wk+1→[p→ q; ]wk , where p→ q is a rule of R.
(c) wk+1↔∗R z.
By (a) and Lemma 3.14, wk = %2(stub↔∗S (s)) for some substitution %2 :
var(stub↔∗S (s)) → T, and (i) holds. By (b) for some side t ∈{p; q} of the rule
p→ q, there is a substitution %3 : var(t)→T such that wk = %3(t). Hence (ii) holds.
We apply Theorem 3.15 in the following example.
Example 3.16. Let =0 ∪2, 0 = {]}, and 2 = {g}. Let the trs R consist of the
only rule g(x1; g(]; g(]; ])))→ g(x1; ]). Let gtrs S consist of the only rule g(]; g(]; ]))→
]. By direct inspection of R and S we obtain that →R; g⊆→S . Thus ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S . Sym-
bol ] is the right-hand side of the rule of S and stub↔∗S (])= ]. Intuitively, the lower
part of ] below the supertree stub↔∗S (s) is empty. Hence ↔∗S cannot rewrite ] by
rewriting the lower part of ] below the supertree stub↔∗S (s). On the other hand, the
root of both sides of the rule of R is the symbol g. Thus ] is not an instance of any
side of the only rule of R. Hence Condition (C) does not hold on R and S. Hence by
Theorem 3.15, ↔∗S =↔∗R; g.
One might believe that Condition (C) on R and S implies equality ↔∗S =↔∗R; g. The
following example shows that this belief is unjustiJed.
Example 3.17. Let =0 ∪1, 0 = {]}, and 1 = {f}. Let the trs R consist of the
only rule f(f(f(x1)))→ x1. Let gtrs S consist of the only rule f(f(]))→ ]. Obvi-
ously, ↔∗S =↔∗R; g.
First we consider the right-hand side ] of the only rule of S. We have stub↔∗S (])= ],
and ] is an instance of x1.
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Second we consider the left-hand side f(f(])) of the only rule of S. We have
stub↔∗S (f(f(])))=f(f(x1)). Intuitively, ↔∗S rewrites the lower part ] of f(f(]))
below the supertree stub↔∗S (f(f(]))):f(f(]))↔Sf(f(f(f(])))) and f(f(f(f(]))))
is an instance of f(f(f(x1))). Hence Condition (C) holds on R and S.
We now show that it is decidable if Condition (C) holds.
Lemma 3.18. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a reduced gtrs
over . Let s∈ comp(↔∗S), and let the substitution %1 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→ T be de<ned
by the equation %1(stub↔∗S (s))= s. Let t ∈T(X ) with var(stub↔∗S (s))∩ var(t)= ∅.
Let substitutions %2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T and %3 : var(t)→T satisfy Conditions (i)
and (ii).
(i) %1(x)↔∗S %2(x) for each x∈ var(stub↔∗S (s)).
(ii) %2(stub↔∗S (s))= %3(t).
Let 6 : var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t)→T(var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t)) be the natural most
general uni<er of stub↔∗S (s) and t. Then there are substitutions ! : var(6(t))→REP(S), %′2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→REP(S), and %′3 : var(t)→REP(S) satisfying Con-
ditions (iii), (iv), and (v).
(iii) %′2(x)=!(6(x)) for each x∈ var(stub↔∗S (s)) and %′3(x)=!(6(x)) for each
x∈ var(t).
(iv) %1(x)↔∗S %′2(x) for each x∈ var(stub↔∗S (s)).
(v) %′2(stub↔∗S (s))= %
′
3(t).
Proof. Intuitively, Jrst we unify stub↔∗S (s) and t with their natural most general uni-
Jer 6. Then we compute substitution ! : var(6(t))→REP(S) in the following way.
We replace each subtree of %3(t) below 6(t) with its →S -normal form in REP. Then
we deJne substitutions %′2 : var(stub↔∗S (s)) → REP(S), and %′3 : var(t)→REP(S) by
Condition (iii).
As s∈ comp(↔∗S) by (i),
%2(stub↔∗S (s)) ∈ comp(↔∗S): (8)
By (ii) and (8)
%3(t) ∈ comp(↔∗S): (9)
As 6 is the natural most general uniJer of stub↔∗S (s) and t, there is a substitution
8 : var(6(t))→T such that
%2(stub↔∗S (s)) = 8(6(stub↔∗S (s))) = 8(6(t)) = %3(t): (10)
Then
%2(x) = 8(6(x)) for each x ∈ stub↔∗S (s) (11)
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and
%3(x) = 8(6(x)) for each x ∈ var(t): (12)
We deJne substitution ! : var(6(t)) → T as follows. For each x∈ var(6(t)), let !(x)
be the →S -normal form of 8(x). By (9) and Lemma 2.18, for each x∈ var(6(t)),
!(x)∈REP(S). Hence ! : var(6(t))→REP(S). By the deJnition of substitution !,
!(6(stub↔∗S (s))) = !(6(t)): (13)
Let substitutions %′2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→REP(S), and %′3 : var(t)→REP(S) be deJned
by Condition (iii). Conditions (i), (11), (12) and the deJnitions of 8, !, %′2, and %
′
3




Lemma 3.19. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a reduced
gtrs over . Let s∈ comp(↔∗S), and let the substitution %1 : var(stub↔∗S (s)) → T be
de<ned by the equation %1(stub↔∗S (s))= s. Let t ∈T(X ). We can decide if there are
substitutions %2 : var(stub↔∗S (s)) → T and %3 : var(t)→T satisfying Conditions (i)
and (ii).
(i) %1(x)↔∗S %2(x) for each x∈ var(stub↔∗S (s)).
(ii) %2(stub↔∗S (s))= %3(t).
Proof. We rename the variables of t such that var(t)∩ var(stub↔∗S (s))= ∅. Then we
decide if stub↔∗S (s) and t are uniJable.• If the answer is yes, we compute the natural most general uniJer 6 : var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t) → T(var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t)) of stub↔∗S (s) and t. Then we consider all
pairs of substitutions !2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t)→REP(S) and !3 : var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t)→REP(S). For each pair of substitutions !2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t)→
REP(S) and !3 : var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t)→REP(S), Jrst we compute %′2 = 6◦!2 and
%′3 = 6◦!3. Then we decide if Conditions (iv) and (v) in Lemma 3.18 hold true. If we
Jnd substitutions !2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))∪ var(t)→REP(S) and !3 : var(stub↔∗S (s))∪
var(t) → REP(S) such that %′2 and %′3 satisfy Conditions (iv) and (v) in Lemma
3.18, then substitutions %2 = %′2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T and %3 = %′3 : var(t)→T sat-
isfy Conditions (i) and (ii). Otherwise there are no substitutions %2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T and %3 : var(t)→T satisfying Conditions (i) and (ii), see Lemma 3.18.
• If stub↔∗S (s) and t are not uniJable, then there are no substitutions %2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T and %3 : var(t)→T satisfying Conditions (i) and (ii).
We now state that one can decide if Condition (C) holds on arbitrary given trs R
and reduced gtrs S.
Theorem 3.20. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs and S be a reduced gtrs
over . Let l→ r be an arbitrary rule in S. Let s be either side of the rule l→ r. Let
%1(stub↔∗S (s))= s. We can decide if there is a rule p→ q in R such that for some side
t ∈{p; q} there are substitutions %2 : var(stub↔∗S (s))→T and %3 : var(t)→T satisfying
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Conditions (i) and (ii).
(i) %1(x)↔∗S %2(x) for each x∈ var(stub↔∗S (s)).
(ii) %2(stub↔∗S (s))= %3(t).
Proof. By Proposition 2.15, [s]↔∗S is a compound class of the relation ↔∗S . By Lemma
3.19 we are done.
Proposition 2.20 and Theorem 3.20 imply that one can decide if Condition (C) holds
on arbitrary given trs R and gtrs S. That is, Theorem 3.20 holds without the assumption
that gtrs S is reduced.
In the Preliminaries we presented several classes of trs’s with decidable ground word
problem, see Propositions 2.13, 2.14, 2.24, and 2.26.
Theorem 3.21. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs over  such that there is
an algorithm deciding the ground word problem for R. Let S be a gtrs over . Then
it is decidable if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g.
Proof. By Lemma 2.9, for each rule p→ q of S, we e@ectively decide if p↔∗R; g q. If
we Jnd a rule p→ q of S such that p↔∗R; g q does not hold, then ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g does not
hold either. If for each rule p→ q of S p↔∗R; g q, then ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g.
Theorem 3.22. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a left-linear right-ground trs
and S be a gtrs over . Then it is decidable if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g.
Proof. The ground word problem for R is decidable, see Proposition 2.13. Hence by
Theorem 3.21, we are done.
Theorem 3.23. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs over  such that we have
an algorithm deciding the ground word problem for R. Let S be a gtrs over . Then
it is decidable if ↔∗R; g=↔∗S .
Proof. By Consequence 3.7 and Theorem 3.21.
By Proposition 2.13 and Theorem 3.23 we have the following result.
Consequence 3.24. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a left-linear right-ground
trs over . Let S be a gtrs over . Then it is decidable if ↔∗R; g=↔∗S .
In the Preliminaries we showed that the ground reduction problem is decidable for
a trs R over  e@ectively preserving -recognizability, see Proposition 2.27.
Theorem 3.25. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let R be a trs over  such that we have
an algorithm deciding the ground reduction problem for R. Let S be a gtrs over .
Then it is decidable if →∗S ⊆→∗R; g.
The proof is left to the reader.
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4. Left-linear right-ground and ground term rewrite systems
In this section we show that for a given left-linear right-ground trs R over a ranked
alphabet  it is decidable if there is a gtrs S over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S . If the
answer is yes, then one can e@ectively construct a gtrs S over  such that
→∗R; g=→∗S .
Lemma 4.1. Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let L be a recognizable tree language over
. Let A be a tree automaton over  and let Q⊆STATESA be a <nal state set such
that L=L(A;Q). Let k¿0. Then nk(L) is a <nite tree language over . Moreover,
one can e5ectively construct nk(L).
Proof. We construct the set U ⊆STATESA of all states q such that there is a tree t ∈T
with t→∗Aq. Then we construct the set N of all k-normal trees s such that s∈ MT(Xm),
m¿0, and s[q1; : : : ; qm]→∗Aq for some q1; : : : ; qm ∈U and q∈Q. Then nk(L)=N .
Let  be a ranked alphabet. Consider the ranked alphabet ∪{⊥}, where ⊥ is of
rank 0. Let u∈T∪{⊥} containing k¿0 occurrences of the symbol ⊥. Recall that we
deJned the tree uX ∈ MT(Xk) from t by replacing the ith occurrence of ⊥ from the left
with xi for 16i6k.
Denition 4.2. Let R be a left-linear right-ground trs over a ranked alphabet . Let
t ∈T. We deJne u∈T∪{⊥} as follows.
• Let O(u)= { | for each proper preJx  of ; t= ∈ rhs(R)}.
• For each ∈O(u), let lab(u; )= lab(t; ) if t= ∈ rhs(R) and let lab(u; )=⊥ oth-
erwise.
Then uX ∈ MT(Xm) for some m¿0. Furthermore, t= u[r1; : : : ; rm] for some r1; : : : ; rm ∈
rhs(R). The rhs(R)-decomposition of t is the equation t= u[r1; : : : ; rm]. The rhs(R)-
degree degR(t) of t is the cardinality of the set O(u).
Denition 4.3. Let R be a left-linear right-ground trs over a ranked alphabet . Con-
sider the ranked alphabet ∪{⊥}, where ⊥ ∈ and ⊥ is of rank 0. Let u∈T∪{⊥}
and let uX ∈ MT(Xm) for some m¿0. We say that u is a viable irreducible pre<x for
R if the following condition holds. There are trees r1; : : : ; rm ∈ rhs(R) such that for
each z1 ∈R∗({r1}), : : :, zm ∈R∗({rm}), for each occurrence ∈O(u), if lab(u; ) =⊥,
then u[z1; : : : ; zm]= is not an instance of the left-hand side of a rule in R, that is,
u[z1; : : : ; zm]= is not reducible by R at occurrence . VIP(R) denotes the set of all
irreducible preJxes for R.
We obtain by direct inspection that ⊥∈VIP(R). Let u =⊥. Intuitively the condition
appearing in DeJnition 4.3 means the following. There are trees r1; : : : ; rm ∈ rhs(R) such
that if we replace the m occurrences of ⊥ in u by any ground trees z1 ∈R∗({r1}); : : : ; zm
∈R∗({rm}) from left to right, then the resulting tree u[z1; : : : ; zm] can be reduced by R
only below the upper part u.
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Denition 4.4. Let u∈VIP(R). We deJne tree uext ∈ u · T as follows. Let r1; : : : ; rm ∈
rhs(R) such that for each z1 ∈R∗({r1}); : : : ; zm ∈R∗({rm}), for each occurrence ∈O(u),
if lab(u; ) =⊥, then u[z1; : : : ; zm]= is not an instance of the left-hand side of a rule
in R. Let uext = u[r1; : : : ; rm].
Observe that for any trees u∈VIP(R) and v∈ sub(u), v∈VIP(R) as well. Further-
more, VIP(R)∩T= IRR(R).
Gallier and Book [15] have shown that the set of irreducible ground terms for a
left-linear trs is a recognizable tree language. F#ul#op and V!agv#olgyi [11] adopted the
main idea of the proof when they characterized the sets of irreducible trees for left-
linear trs’s by tree automata. We show the following result on the basis of the results
of Gallier and Book [15] and F#ul#op and V!agv#olgyi [11].
Lemma 4.5. Let R be a left-linear right-ground trs over . Then VIP(R) is a rec-
ognizable tree language over the ranked alphabet ∪{⊥}. Moreover, we can e5ec-
tively construct a tree automaton A over ∪{⊥} and a <nal state set Q such that
VIP(R)=L(A;Q).
Proof. Let M be 1 plus the maximal height of the left-hand sides and the right-hand
sides of the rules in R. That is,
M = max{height(t) | t ∈ lhs(R) ∪ rhs(R)}+ 1:
Let r ∈ rhs(R) be arbitrary. By Proposition 2.23, R∗({r}) is a recognizable tree lan-
guage, and we can e@ectively construct a tree automaton A and a Jnal state set Q such
that R∗({r})=L(A;Q). By Lemma 4.1 nM (R∗({r})) is a Jnite tree language over 
and we can e@ectively construct nM (R∗({r})).
Let N be the set of all M -normal trees. We construct tree automaton A over the
ranked alphabet ∪⊥ as follows. STATES is the set of all nonempty subsets of N .
That is, STATES=P(N )− {∅}. A consists of the rules of types (i) and (ii).
(i) ⊥→ nM (R∗{r}) for some r ∈ rhs(R).
(ii) f(W1; : : : ; Wm)→W , where W1; : : : ; Wm;W ∈STATES, and W is the set of all trees
p∈N where p is the M -normal preJx of f(p1; : : : ; pm) for some p1∈W1; : : : ;
pm ∈Wm (see Proposition 2.6), and p is not an instance of the left-hand side of a
rule in R.
We now show that
VIP(R) = L(A;STATES): (14)
To this end we show the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.6. Let u∈VIP(R), uX ∈ MT(Xm), m¿0. Let trees r1; : : : ; rm ∈ rhs(R) be such
that for each z1 ∈R∗({r1}); : : : ; zm ∈R∗({rm}), for each occurrence ∈O(u), if (u; ) =⊥,
then u[z1; : : : ; zm]= is not an instance of a left-hand side of a rule in R. Let
W = {t | t is the M -normal prefix of some s ∈ u[R∗({r1}); : : : ; R∗({rm})]}:
Then W ∈STATES and u[r1; : : : ; rm]→∗AW .
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Proof. We proceed by induction on height(u).
Base case: height(u)= 0. First assume that u∈0. Then m=0, and the M -normal
preJx of u is u. By the deJnition of A the rule u→{u} is in A. We are done. Second
assume that u=⊥. Then m=1. By the deJnition of A, the rule ⊥ → nM (R∗({r1})) is
in A. Hence we are done.
Induction step: height(u)¿1. Then u=f(u1; : : : ; uk), f∈k , k¿1, and u1; : : : ; uk ∈
VIP(R). Then uX ∈ MT(Xn) for some n¿1 and
uX = f(u1X [x11 ; : : : ; x1m1 ]; : : : ; ukX [xk1 ; : : : ; xkmk ]);
where ui ∈ MT(Xmi) for 16i6k, n=1m1 + · · · + kmk , and the sequence x1; : : : ; xn of
variables is equal to the sequence
x11 ; : : : ; x1m1 ; : : : ; xk1 ; : : : ; xkmk :
Let
Wi = {nM (si) | si ∈ ui[R∗({ri1}); : : : ; R∗({rimi })]} for 16 i 6 k: (15)
Then by the induction hypothesis for each 16i6k, Wi ∈STATES and ui[ri1 ; : : : ; rimi ]→∗AWi. Let Z be the set of all trees p∈N where p is the M -normal preJx of
f(p1; : : : ; pm), for some p1 ∈W1; : : : ; pm ∈Wm (see Proposition 2.6), and p is not an
instance of the left-hand side of a rule in R. By the deJnition of u and r1; : : : ; rm, Z = ∅,
and by the deJnition of A the rule f(W1; : : : ; Wm)→Z is in A. Hence
u[r1; : : : ; rm] = f(u1X [r11 ; : : : ; r1m1 ]; : : : ; ukX [rk1 ; : : : ; rkmk ])→∗A
f(W1; : : : ; Wm)→
A
Z:
We now show that W =Z . First we show that Z ⊆W . Let p∈Z . Then p is the
M -normal preJx of f(p1; : : : ; pm), for some p1 ∈W1; : : : ; pm ∈Wm (see Proposition 2.6).
By (15) pi is the M -normal preJx of some tree si ∈ ui[R∗({ri1}); : : : ; R∗({rimi })] for
16i6k. Hence p is the M -normal preJx of f(s1; : : : ; sk), and
f(s1; : : : ; sk) ∈ f(u1[R∗({r11}); : : : ; R∗({r1m1 })]; : : : ; uk [R∗({rk1}); : : : ; R∗({rkmk })])
= u[R∗({r1}); : : : ; R∗({rn})]:
Thus Z ⊆W .
Second, we show that W ⊆Z . Let t ∈W . Then t is the M -normal preJx of some
s∈ u[R∗({r1}); : : : ; R∗({rm})]. Then s=f(s1; : : : ; sm) and si∈ui[R∗({ri1}); : : : ; R∗({rimi })]
for 16i6k. Let ti be the M -normal preJx of the tree si for 16i6k. Thus t is the
M -normal preJx of f(t1; : : : ; tk). By (15) t1 ∈W1; : : : ; tk ∈Wk . By the deJnition of u
and r1; : : : ; rm, t is not an instance of the left-hand side of a rule in R. Thus t ∈Z .
Hence W ⊆Z . Thus W =Z .
Lemma 4.7. Let u∈T∪{⊥} be arbitrary. Let uX ∈ MT(Xm), m¿0. Let u→∗AW for
some W ∈STATES. Then u∈VIP(R) and there are r1; : : : ; rm ∈ rhs(R) such that
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Conditions (i) and (ii) hold.
(i) For each tree t ∈ u[R∗({r1}); : : : ; R∗({rm})], for each occurrence ∈O(u), if u= =
⊥, then t= is not an instance of a left-hand side of a rule in R.
(ii) W = nM ({uX [z1; : : : ; zm] | zi ∈R∗({ri}) for 16i6m}).
Proof. We proceed by induction on height(u).
Base case: height(u)= 0. First assume that u∈0. Then uX = u, m=0. The rule
u→W is in A. Hence by the deJnition of A, u∈VIP(R) and W = {u}. Second assume
that u=⊥. Then uX = x1 and m=1. Obviously, u∈VIP(R). The rule ⊥→W is in A.
Hence by the deJnition of A, W = nM (R∗({r})) for some r ∈ rhs(R).
Induction step: height(u)¿1. Then u=f(u1; : : : ; un), f∈n, n¿1, u1; : : : ; un ∈
T∪{⊥}. Let u=f(u1; : : : ; un)→∗Af(W1; : : : ; Wn)←∗A W , where
ui →A Wi for 16 i 6 n; (16)
and
the rule f(W1; : : : ; Wn)→ W is in A: (17)
By the induction hypothesis for each 16i6n, ui ∈VIP(R) and ui = uiX [⊥; : : : ;⊥] where
uiX ∈ MT(Xmi), mi¿0, and there are ri1; : : : ; rimi ∈ rhs(R) such that Conditions (iii) and
(iv) hold.
(iii) For each tree ti ∈ ui[R∗({ri1}); : : : ; R∗({rimi})], for each occurrence ∈O(ui), if
ui= =⊥, then ti= is not an instance of a left-hand side of a rule in R.
(iv) Wi = nM ({uiX [ui1X ; : : : ; uimiX ] | uijX ∈R∗({uij}) for 16j6mi}).
Observe that m=m1 + m2 + · · · + mn. Let the sequence r1; : : : ; rm of trees be equal
to the sequence
r11; : : : ; r1m1 ; r21; : : : ; r2m2 ; r31; : : : ; r3m3 ; : : : ; rn1; : : : ; rnmn :
That is, let
r1 = r11; r2 = r12; : : : ; rm1 = r1m1 ;
rm1+1 = r21; rm1+2 = r22; : : : ; rm1+m2 = r2m2 ;
rm1+m2+1 = r31; : : : ; rm = rnmn :
By (16), (17), and the deJnition of the rules of A, Conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Hence
u=f(u1; : : : ; um)∈VIP(R).
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 imply (14).
Lemma 4.8. Given a left-linear right-ground trs R, it is decidable if VIP(R) is <nite.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, we can e@ectively construct a tree automaton A over ∪{⊥}
and a set of Jnal states Q such that VIP(R)=L(A;Q). It is well-known that one can
e@ectively decide if L(A;Q) is Jnite, see [17].
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Theorem 4.9. (a) Let R be a left-linear right-ground trs over a ranked alphabet 
such that there is a rule in R which contains at least one variable in X. There is a
gtrs S over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S if and only if VIP(R) is <nite.
(b) Given a left-linear right-ground trs R over a ranked alphabet , it is decidable
if there is a gtrs S over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S . If the answer is yes, then one can
e5ectively construct a gtrs S over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S .
Proof. First we show Statement (a). Let R be a left-linear right-ground trs over a
ranked alphabet  such that there is a rule in R which contains at least one variable
in X . Without loss of generality we may assume that each left-hand side l∈ lhs(R)
is in MT(Xn) for some n¿0. By Lemma 4.8 it is decidable if VIP(R) is Jnite. We
distinguish two cases.
Case 1: VIP(R) is Jnite. In this case we construct a gtrs S over  and show that
→∗R; g=→∗S . We construct gtrs S as follows. Let V be the set of all trees v where v is
obtained from some u∈VIP(R) by substituting trees in rhs(R) for the occurrences of
⊥ in u. That is,
V = {v | v = u[r1; : : : ; rm]; u ∈ VIP(R); uX ∈ MT(Xm); m¿ 0;
r1; : : : ; rm ∈ rhs(R)}:
Note that VIP(R)∩T⊆V . We construct the gtrs S1 over  as follows. For each rule
l→ r of R, we deJne the tree l′ by substituting arbitrary trees in V for the variables
in l. Then we put the rule l′→ r in S. In other words,
S1 = {l′ → r | l→ r is in R; l ∈ MT(Xn); n¿0; l′ = l[v1; : : : ; vn]; v1; : : : ; vn ∈ V}:
We construct the gtrs S2 over  as follows.
• Let u∈T∪{⊥} − VIP(R) such that u=f(u1; : : : ; uk), f∈k , k¿0, and u1; : : : ; uk ∈
VIP(R). Let uX ∈ MT(Xm), m¿0.
• Let r1; : : : ; rm ∈ rhs(R) be arbitrary.
• Let l→ r be any rule of R.
• Recall that by Proposition 2.23, R e@ectively preserves recognizability. Hence by
Lemma 2.3, for each ∈O(u) we can decide if there are trees zi ∈R∗({ri}) for
16i6m such that the subtree u[z1; : : : ; zm]= of u[z1; : : : ; zm] is an instance of l.
• Let ∈O(u) and zi ∈R∗({ri}) for 16i6m such that u= =⊥ and the subtree u[z1;
: : : ; zm]= of u[z1; : : : ; zm] is an instance of l.
• Then we put the rule u[r1; : : : ; rm]=→ r in S2.
Let S = S1 ∪ S2. We illustrate the above concepts by the following example.
Example 4.10. Let =0 ∪1, 0 = {]}, 1 = {f}. Let left-linear right-ground trs
R consist of the only rule f(f(x1))→ ]. Then VIP(R)= {⊥; f(⊥)}, V = {]; f(])},
and gtrs S1 consists of the rules f(f(]))→ ], f(f(f(])))→ ]. Furthermore, S2 con-
sists of the only rule f(f(]))→ ]. Hence S = S1. We obtain by direct inspection that
→∗R; g=→∗S .
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Proof of Theorem 4.9 (Continued). We now show a series of claims.
Claim 4.11. Let p∈T and let p= u[r1; : : : ; rm] be the rhs(R)-decomposition of p,
where uX ∈ MT(Xm), m¿0, and r1; : : : ; rm ∈ rhs(R). Let u∈T({⊥}) − VIP(R). Then
there is a tree s∈T such that p→S2s and degR(p)¿degR(s).
Proof. As u ∈VIP(R), there is an occurrence ∈O(u) such that
(A) u=∈T∪{⊥} − VIP(R) and
(B) u==f(u1; : : : ; um) for some f∈m, m¿0, and u1; : : : ; um ∈VIP(R).
By Condition (A), there is an occurrence ∈O(u=) such that
(i) u=∈T∪{⊥} − {⊥} and
(ii) there are trees zi ∈R∗(ri), 16i6m, such that u=[z1; : : : ; zm] is an instance of the
left-hand side l of some rule l→ r of R.
By (A), (B), (i), (ii), and the deJnition of S2 the rule u=[r1; : : : ; rm]→ r is in S2.
Hence p→S2p[← r]. By Condition (i) degR(p)¿degR(p[← r]).
Claim 4.12. Let p∈T. Then there is a viable irreducible pre<x u∈VIP(R) with
uX ∈ MT(Xm), m¿0, and there are trees r1; : : : ; rm ∈ rhs(R) such that p→∗S2u[r1; : : : ;
rm].
Proof. We proceed by induction on degR(p).
Base case: degR(p)= 1. Then t=⊥[t] and t ∈ rhs(R). Recall that ⊥∈VIP(R). Hence
we are done.
Induction step: degR(p)¿1. Then let p=w[r1; : : : ; rn] be the rhs(R)-decomposition
of p, where wX ∈ MT(Xn), n¿0, and r1; : : : ; rn ∈ rhs(R). If w∈VIP(R), then we are
done. Hence assume that w∈T({⊥}) − VIP(R). Then by Claim 4.11 there is a tree
s∈T such that p→S2s and degR(p)¿degR(s). By the induction hypothesis, there is
a viable irreducible preJx u∈VIP(R) with uX ∈ MT(Xm), m¿0, and there are trees





u[r1; : : : ; rm]:
Claim 4.13. Let l→ r be any rule in R, where l∈ MT(Xk), and let p1; : : : ; pk ∈T be
any trees. Then l[p1; : : : ; pk ]→∗S r.
Proof. By Claim 4.12, for each 16i6k, there are trees ui ∈VIP(R) with uiX ∈ MT(Xmi),




ui[ri1; : : : ; rimi ] for 16i6m:
Hence
l[p1; : : : ; pk ]
∗→
S
l[u1[r11; : : : ; r1m1 ]; : : : ; uk [rk1; : : : ; rkmk ]]:
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The rule
l[u1[r11; : : : ; r1m1 ]; : : : ; uk [rk1; : : : ; rkmk ]]→ r
is in S. Hence
l[p1; : : : ; pk ]
∗→
S
l[u1[r11; : : : ; r1m1 ]; : : : ; uk [rk1; : : : ; rkmk ]]→S r:
Claim 4.14. For all trees s; t ∈T, if s→R t, then t→∗S s.
Proof. It is a simple consequence of Claim 4.13.
Claim 4.15. →∗R; g=→∗S .
Proof. →S ⊆→R; g by the deJnition of S. Claim 4.14 implies that →R; g⊆→∗S . Hence
→∗R; g=→∗S .
Proof of Theorem 4.9 (Continued). Case 2: VIP(R) is inJnite. We now show that in
this case there is no gtrs S over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S . We present a proof by
contradiction. Let l→ r be an arbitrary rule in R, where l contains at least one variable
in X . Let l∈ MT(Xn), n¿1. Let $∈0 be arbitrary. Let u1; u2; u3; : : : ∈VIP(R) such that
height(ui)¿ i for i ¿ 1: (18)
We recall that in DeJnition 4.4 we deJned the tree uiext , i¿1. Let
li = l[uiext ; $; : : : ; $] for i ¿ 1: (19)
That is we deJne the tree li by replacing variable x1 by uiext and variables x2; : : : ; xn
by $, respectively. Then
li→
R
r for i ¿ 1: (20)
Let S be any gtrs over  such that →∗R. By DeJnition 4.4, uiX is a supertree of each
element in R∗(uiext ). Thus
(∗) for each i¿1; uiX is a supertree of each element in S∗(uiext ).
Let
k ¿ max{height(l) | l ∈ lhs(R)} and k ¿ height(r): (21)
By (18)
height(uk)¿ k: (22)
Hence by Condition (∗),
(∗∗) ukX is a supertree of each element in S∗(ukext ).
Hence by (22) for each t ∈ S∗(ukext ), height(t)¿k. By (21) for each t ∈ S∗(ukext ), t is
not a subtree of any tree in lhs(S). By Conditions (19) and (∗∗), ukX is a midtree of
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each element in S∗(lk). However by (21) and (22), ukX is not a midtree of r. Thus
r ∈ S∗(lk), a contradiction by (20).
The proof of Statement (a) is complete.
Second we show Statement (b). If no rule of R contains at least one variable in X ,
then let gtrs S over  consist of the same rules as R, i.e., let S =R. Hence →∗R; g=→∗S .
Assume that there is a rule in R which contains at least one variable in X . Statement
(b) simply follows from Statement (a) and Lemma 4.8.
Example 4.16. Let =0 ∪1, 0 = {]}, 1 = {f; g}. Let left-linear right-ground trs
R consist of the only rule f(g(x1))→ ]. Then
{⊥; f(⊥); g(⊥); f(f(⊥)); g(g(⊥)); f(f(f(⊥))); g(g(g(⊥))); : : :} ⊆ VIP(R):
As VIP(R) is inJnite, by Theorem 4.9 there is no gtrs S such that →∗R; g=→∗S .
5. Conclusion and open problems
We studied rewriting of ground terms. For an arbitrary trs R over a ranked alphabet
, we restricted the rewriting relation →R to ground terms. We introduced the relation
→R; g=→R∩ (T×T). We showed that →∗R; g=→∗R ∩ (T×T). We showed that for a
given trs R and a given gtrs S over a ranked alphabet , it is decidable if ↔∗R; g⊆↔∗S .
We gave a Condition (C) on trs R and gtrs S over  which is a consequence
of equality ↔∗S =↔∗R; g. Hence if (C) does not hold on R and S, then ↔∗S*↔∗R; g.
Furthermore, we showed that it is decidable if Condition (C) holds. We showed the
following. If we have an algorithm deciding the ground word problem for R, then it
is decidable if ↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g. Hence then it is also decidable if ↔∗S =↔∗R; g.
We showed that for a given left-linear right-ground trs R over a ranked alphabet 
it is decidable if there is a gtrs S over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S . If the answer is yes,
then one can e@ectively construct a gtrs S over  such that →∗R; g=→∗S .
The following problems still remain open:
• What are the complexities of the decision procedures presented in the paper?
• For given trs R and gtrs S over a ranked alphabet , is it decidable if →∗R; g⊆→∗S?
• For given trs R and gtrs S over a ranked alphabet , is it decidable if ↔∗R; g⊆→∗S?
• For given trs R and gtrs S over a ranked alphabet , is it decidable if ↔∗R; g=↔∗S?
• For given right-ground trs R and gtrs S over a ranked alphabet , is it decidable if
↔∗S ⊆↔∗R; g?
• For a given left-linear right-ground trs R over a ranked alphabet , is it decidable
if there is a gtrs S over  such that ↔∗R; g=↔∗S?
• For a given left-linear trs R over a ranked alphabet  is it decidable if there is a
gtrs S over  such that ↔∗R; g=↔∗S?
• For a given right-ground trs R over a ranked alphabet  is it decidable if there is a
gtrs S over  such that ↔∗R; g=↔∗S?
• For a given trs R over a ranked alphabet , is it decidable if there is a gtrs S over
 such that ↔∗R; g=↔∗S?
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